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Steven Boyd 

 

00:00:00Hello everyone and welcome to this special program entitled the 10th anniversary of reverence 

and guns passing a special tribute by unification theological seminary. 

 

00:00:11My name is Steven boyd and i'm the dean of enrollment management at as soon life and new Ts 

we're delighted that you could join us here today. 

 

00:00:21I know that people are joining us from all parts of the United States and four different countries 

around the world, so we're really grateful that you could come together with us tonight. 

 

00:00:30As many of you are aware, very recently, under the inspiration and guidance of Dr. hawke Jihad 

Mon are to mother. 

 

00:00:38leaders from all parts of the globe from the heavenly parents holding humanity, as well as noted 

figures and dignitaries so many disciplines and backgrounds gathered to pay homage to the work of 

Reverend sun Myung moon our true Father on the 10th anniversary of his passing. 

 

00:00:54For those who were present physically and for those of us who enjoyed the programming from a 

distance. 

 

00:00:59The past days have been a time of joy celebration and honor of the work of Reverend and Mrs. 

moon, as well as a time of serious deliberation and planning to address the important challenges of our 

time. 

 

00:01:13This evening unification theological seminary joins in the same spirit to offer a special tribute to 

the memory and legacy of our true father, the uds tribute as a two part program The first part is held 

tonight, and the second will be held on Thursday September 1 at 7pm. 

 

00:01:33Tonight we have the special opportunity to receive personal insights and testimonies from a 

respected group of elder couples, all of them well known to the members of the heavenly parents hold the 

Community. 

 

00:01:46They all have a common quality, they all have faithfully served in one way or another uds at 

some point in its history. 

 

00:01:54When your father came to America, he stated that he had two principal objectives, the first to 

find a President of the United States, who could stand up the threat of Communism, the second to 

establish a theological seminary. 



 

 

 

00:02:09As a home of thought Father saw a seminary where the most qualified faculty would prepare 

future leaders of the unification movement and beyond. 

 

00:02:19Who upon graduation could a boldly stand at the vanguard of ecumenical and interreligious 

dialogue, which is the central basis for the successful efforts of the establishment of pete's in all spheres 

of human life. 

 

00:02:34Many of you are familiar with uds having studies here are known of our works for a long time, 

but if there are those of you who are wishing to learn more you're welcome to contact me as dean of 

enrollment management. 

 

00:02:46i'll drop my email address in the chat box, a little bit later on and i'll be welcome your emails 

later. 

 

00:02:52it's our special opportunity tonight to hear the insights of farley and Betsy Jones who and Nora 

spurgeon and Thomas and Lynn Lynn Walsh each couple of deeply connected to the unification 

theological seminary. 

 

00:03:07But before I introduce our couples just a. 

 

00:03:10couple of housekeeping items, please remember to keep your microphones on mute out of 

respect for the entire presentation and the group. 

 

00:03:19But at any time during the presentation, you are welcome to type your question into the chat. 

 

00:03:24This is a relatively short program I want to respect everyone's time so in an hour and 15 minutes, 

our hope is to accomplish a lot, including, if we can addressing some of your questions. 

 

00:03:37So let's begin our program tonight by welcoming farley and Betsy Jones who each will briefly 

share, first let me briefly into to introduce them as a couple. 

 

00:03:47Probably Jones was introduced to the teachings of Reverend moon in 1967 in New York City. 

 

00:03:54That summer he moved to Washington DC and in the autumn, was asked by missionary young 

moon Kim to move to Berkeley California. 

 

00:04:01Under admin on Dr. Edwin also an important part of the history and fabric of ucs to develop the 

mission there. 

 

00:04:10In December 1969 he returned to Washington and Dr. kim's request to serve with the President, 

but what was then called the unified family serving in that role for three years. 

 

00:04:21During this time to parents under took their first speaking public speaking tour on which farley 

accompany them and introduce them. 

 

00:04:30For the graduated from the unification theological seminary in 1978 as a part of the second 

graduating class and thereafter served as trustee of their duty as a board and, subsequently, as is. 

 

00:04:42Chairman from 1989 to 2006 he also served as a member of the family federation board since 

1982 in 2012 he was appointed as the President of the Pacific Rim education foundation and conaway 

serving there until 2019. 

 

00:05:01Betsy Jones joined the unified family in New York City in 1967 with a graduate student at 

Columbia university teachers college. 

 

00:05:10To therefore did pioneer witnessing work in New York City and Berkeley California she and 

folly we're blessed in 1970 as part of the 777 blessing ceremony and Seoul Korea. 

 

00:05:21And, starting in 1972 she was one of the first five itinerary workers are idle us chosen to support 

the early stage leaders traveling to church centers for several years, he often visited me in. 

 

00:05:36consoled my was in my tier dried my tears so so grateful to you for that she served on blessing 

committees in the late 1970s. 

 

00:05:46Working with Nora spurgeon and the national blessed family department for five years and then 

later as Director. 

 



 

 

00:05:52She with her husband helped direct camp sunrise for four years and serve that the national Vice 

President for the woman's Federation for seven years. 

 

00:06:02She traveled with mother moon on her first speaking tours for the woman's federation, giving the 

call to action at the end of each talk. 

 

00:06:10With women's federation's you traveled to Russia Israel in North Korea and lived in South Korea 

for many months, assisting with programs promoting North and South Korean unification. 

 

00:06:21And finally, spent many months in Mexico in her role as national Messiah to that country. 

 

00:06:27Probably and Betty now live in Troy New York, which is farley's hometown where they continue 

their outreach to the greater Community. 

 

00:06:34They have five children and 10 grandchildren and currently live, as I said in Troy New York 

farley's hometown so that's woke him up the joneses so probably if you'll unmute your your microphone 

Please go ahead. 

 

00:06:56you're still you're still muted. 

 

00:07:06I have to unmute you. 

 

00:07:16Here, she can you help asked him to unmute. 

 

00:07:27One second. 

 

00:07:37Can you unmute now. 

 

00:07:44There you go sorry about that. 

 

00:07:47My fault, thank you. 

 

 
 

Farley Jones 

 

00:07:48Okay, can you hear me now. 

 

Steven Boyd 

 

00:07:50Yes, we hear you fine Thank you already hit. 

 

Farley Jones 

 

00:07:52Or, yes, thank you. 

 

00:07:54Well Hello everyone. 

 



 

 

00:07:59Thank you for participating in this special moment um. 

 

00:08:05yeah. 

 

00:08:07it's impossible to capture Father in. 

 

00:08:11This short time for each of us. 

 

00:08:15But we'll try to do our best, knowing that our efforts are inadequate. 

 

00:08:21Now as Steve said I was the president of the church when father and mother began their mission, 

the United States and that gave me the special opportunity to encounter them on a personal level. 

 

00:08:36And that encounter meant the world to me and i'm going to explain why, when I was a young 

boy probably around 10 or 12 my own father left our household. 

 

00:08:49It was a very painful moment for me and. 

 

00:08:57moved it was a wounded experience in the years thereafter. 

 

00:09:04I carried an unconscious need to connect with a father figure as part of my psychological 

emotional spiritual healing. 

 

00:09:15That happened with with true father. 

 

00:09:20I had been appointed President 1969 they began their work they came here to us in 1971 roughly 

two years after I become the President. 

 

00:09:32And I was in bad shape I I was, I think 26 years old, when I was asked to be the President. 

 

00:09:39I was two years in the movement, I did not have the emotional psychological spiritual maturity to 

handle that role and and I knew it. 

 

00:09:50So I asked to see Father personally when he you know, a couple probably week so i'm not sure 

how long after you arrived in us, I wanted to resign. 

 

00:10:01The Presidency he met with best in me he sat down with us on the floor of his bedroom and 

counseled off and particularly me and encouraged me to go on, you know stay the course there after 

knowing, I think. 

 

00:10:21something about my need he began to pay attention to me, I never will and kind of let me know 

that. 

 

00:10:32He would see me and aware of me and caring for me, I remember one time he and mother were 

sitting at a dining table in the basement of Opera House in Washington DC and I walked into the room, he 

raises hand it gives me a big way. 

 

00:10:50and invites me over I was very different, so I traveled with mother and him in those weeks 

during their seven city speaking tour I had other special moments with them and then return to 

Washington with them. 

 

00:11:12When when he left a company in depth in the airport, I said I said Father before you came I had 

very little hope for United States now I have hope. 

 

00:11:25And he was like this, you know shook his fist he was responding well yeah I did have more hope 

for the for the US, but I think actually I had a hit more hope for myself and a couple days later, I met with 

the Washington DC community to give them a report on the seven city tour. 

 

00:11:46At the end I don't remember everything I said, obviously, but I do remember I said this, I you 

know, through this experience, I feel like I found my father. 

 

00:11:56So. 

 

00:11:59And that's you know comes down to my deep core. 

 

00:12:06And over the years that I continue to have other experiences with him, not all good. 

 

00:12:15But even so, you know. 



 

 

 

00:12:19He continued to accept me and care for me and love me and. 

 

00:12:26You know how this humble person from the small upstate New York City State city could meet. 

 

00:12:36True fathers beyond me how it happened, but it happened, all of us, and I just had the blessing of 

have it be very personal now. 

 

00:12:46there's other things that I did write a memoir and one of the purposes of my memoir was to 

testify to Father and if you're interested. 

 

00:12:57You can find out more, but I do want to say that Betsy and I attended his son, who are in in 

Korea 10 years ago and. 

 

00:13:08The end of it we wave goodbye his his purse was carried up the mountain and, as I said in my 

number or we say goodbye, but in fact it wasn't goodbye, a few months later. 

 

00:13:23I had a most remarkable experience which i'll just state very quickly of experiencing father's 

heart in my heart, I were in Hawaii at the time I was just walking in our living room and all the sudden. 

 

00:13:40I felt. 

 

00:13:42This heart of infinite care pure infinite care in my body in my torso I felt and I knew instantly. 

 

00:13:54This was Father moons heart and how I could have this experience I have no idea, but I, I felt 

that I, and this was father's heart infinite care, it was clear, it was his heart it's also clear me my 

interpretation immediately was Oh, this is the heart of God. 

 

00:14:16So. 

 

00:14:19Why did I have the excuse, I feel I had that experience, so I could talk about and and. 

 

00:14:29offer testimony to the to the father of heart this man infinite heart. 

 

00:14:38And, and you know I just saw a small. 

 

00:14:42manifestation of it my experience, so I don't know where I am in my in my nine minutes. 

 

Steven Boyd 

 

00:14:49Good. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

00:14:50well. 

 

Farley Jones 

 

00:14:52that's what I wanted to share and I guess at this point i'll just turn it over to you. 

 

00:14:58Thank you. 

 

Steven Boyd 

 

00:14:58Thank you very much. 

 

Farley Jones 

 

00:15:03I. 

 

00:15:05wanted to think of one one point that I love to Father about and there's so many. 

 

00:15:15But I I remember just. 

 

00:15:19The tears that I witnessed him shed. 

 

00:15:22The love that for through him. 

 



 

 

00:15:26It all felt like it was coming from beyond. 

 

00:15:30So for me, he was a link. 

 

00:15:33Between us, and God. 

 

00:15:36in a special way more than I had ever experienced so I I honor that to Father today who 

dedicated his whole life to. 

 

00:15:48Share god's suffering heart and work with all his everything he had with true mother. 

 

00:15:57To give us the tools to overcome ourselves our ancestors trees. 

 

00:16:06These tools, whether you know you know translating the divine principle and giving it all around 

the world, teaching it even coming in the beginning with you know, three rounds of 21 days or whatever 

it is, he kept trying to help us have these tools. 

 

00:16:25To prepare us for the blessing in such a personal way, and then to multiply this blessing as we've 

seen through the years, these are all miracles before our eyes. 

 

00:16:37That have multiplied from this foundation from this goodness of our true parents on time, I asked 

Mrs. you how is she able to overcome her suffering as an early Member, and this is Jill so you said. 

 

00:16:56I watched got back to Father comforting God his whole life. 

 

00:17:02And that was his strategy to overcome his suffering, so I decided I would comfort father and with 

my life and my response and I think about it that's the joy of my life is. 

 

00:17:20The times I could respond to Father it took me places I never could have gone on my own our 

own. 

 

00:17:29But just joining in New York City, we were guided before we even met true Father witness 

witness in New York and Berkeley. 

 

00:17:38And and working with Edwin on there and seeing the fruits coming we were excited in the early 

days, but then coming to meet true father, a year and a half later, for me, was was a moment i'll never 

forget, where. 

 

00:17:55He came down the line. 

 

00:17:58And he ended up. 

 

00:18:04Trying to. 

 

00:18:06shake our hands, each one when he came to me he goes where your ancestors from you know, 

and I, and I said, Ireland, he goes I rishi and got all excited. 

 

00:18:18I felt like my ancestors were so excited that my life in this man had crossed, and that that this this 

was going to bring a whole new fortune to me, I really felt that that time. 

 

00:18:32And then that first visit in 1969 I can still remember his his focus was spiritual children. 

 

00:18:40Saving mankind, so he first thing is given tell me your name and then tell me how many spiritual 

children, you have. 

 

00:18:48And I felt like just that little bit of effort that I made made a common base so that. 

 

00:18:53I could say some something that he that I understand your father, I understand what you were 

trying to do with with your life and and just that small experience made me want to get become more like 

him try, along the lines that he's suggesting. 

 

00:19:12And then you know we went to the Korea. 

 

00:19:17and 

 

00:19:18I just remember one personal experience with Father with Charlie and I were asked to ride in the 

car with them somewhere and. 

 



 

 

00:19:26We had this very nice sharing and he was so full of love and life and, at the end of it, he got out 

and he said, good restoration partners. 

 

00:19:36So he couldn't foresee that in the future, we might have some difficulties, but he was cheering us 

on and even at that early point and before we left Korea he kept saying love your enemy. 

 

00:19:48love your enemy and your enemy will be your mate and we're all like what is he talking about 

him, but you know that that direction of giving up that resentment and overcoming that with your may 

with your in my case, my in laws, when we moved up here. 

 

00:20:08With my children when some of them wouldn't do what I thought they should do. 

 

00:20:12All this kind of love your enemies strategy was not only father's key point, but for me it was. 

 

00:20:20sell vivek that I could see his example every turn of everything he asked of us, we always saw 

that he was way ahead of us. 

 

00:20:29simple things like the beginning Friday night is no salary full full time we said we'd a private 

meeting we hated to bring it up, but valve finances father and he said. 

 

00:20:40don't forget mother and I were the first plus couple and we're like yeah that's right they went 

through all this. 

 

00:20:47So we can go through it and that's the spirit of our whole life they were so far ahead of us so 

everything they asked us to do was only to share the blessings that God had to give us, and even if it 

meant, you know. 

 

00:21:03The first five years of our marriage the 10 years of our marriage five we weren't with each other, 

but somehow we learned to love each other more when we came back from those at those times of being. 

 

00:21:17itinerant workers or helping in different capacities and it seemed like. 

 

00:21:24father's behind father's direction that he ever gave me was always like opening a door to come 

closer to God that was my experience, so that it just didn't make sense, logically, to find your marriage by 

leaving it to find a true love. 

 

00:21:44By giving it to others, so that somehow your your children also. 

 

00:21:51could go through that with you and and be blessed in their particular unique ways So these are 

things that were lessons that we learned and things that. 

 

00:22:03didn't make sense from worldly viewpoint but live seeing the consistency of true parents life and 

dedication. 

 

00:22:14And the end the the result of where things are today is a scientist the deep commitment and love 

and connection to God that they have and that neither one would waver from that original commitment 

and we're so grateful to have have had these opportunities to work with them to. 

 

00:22:39learn from them. 

 

00:22:43And just I guess as a final thought, I wanted to honor this occasion by sharing a home that at one 

seminary graduate had written. 

 

00:22:55named Lloyd howell and it's called. 

 

00:23:01Beyond john it's a he he wrote this poem referencing a Korean temple bell noted for our sound 

that is said to reverberate for 40 miles and it expresses his heart towards Father room and I I it expresses 

my heart as well, so i'd like to read this poem and conclusion. 

 

00:23:27And this 10th anniversary of to father's passing. 

 

00:23:32Young young. 

 

00:23:34Your life is like a temple bell. 

 

00:23:38That has stopped ringing. 

 

00:23:41Yet, oddly enough, our hearts still reverberate still feel your call to prayer and service. 



 

 

 

00:23:53prayer and service is intimate prayer throughout the day. 

 

00:23:58is something that that Father does. 

 

00:24:03To mother does, we have tried to inherit that and the constant service of others. 

 

00:24:12This is the life that they lead. 

 

00:24:15This is the LIFE they've given to me they've given to us and to all of us. 

 

00:24:21And I could never have imagined. 

 

00:24:25The the. 

 

00:24:28The blessings that have come from this path, but Father knew what he was doing, and he never 

relented sometimes it felt like he was commanding us to leave our homes. 

 

00:24:41And I at various points that was a weak point for me i'm more of a stay at home, you know if I 

could. 

 

00:24:47And you know he'd call us through a breakfast meeting and present like another plan for BA and 

maybe this is on and. 

 

00:24:56And I and Dr. Mr. spurgeon could work together, and you know, and I was like investee why 

don't you be more public now you know, and he would tell me directly, and I, and I love that I love that 

he pulled me with them. 

 

00:25:15I just honored him today. 

 

00:25:18I love him today together. 

 

00:25:22we're happy to be here that we all can do this together, thank you. 

 

Steven Boyd 

 

00:25:28Thank you very much, Mrs. Jones Mr. Jones Thank you so much for your sincere sharing yeah 

Thank you. 

 

00:25:37Okay, so. 

 

00:25:39We would like to have a little bit of interaction I don't see any questions in the chat right now, 

but you can go ahead and pose them later. 

 

00:25:46And the right opportunity i'll be happy to address them to our our couples that are with us 

tonight, so, but the absence of any question i'm going to move on now to our next couple, which is Dr. use 

Burton and Mrs. Mr. spurgeon. 

 

00:25:59Human Nora we're blessed by or two parents in the. 

 

00:26:04777 blessing ceremony in 1970. 

 

00:26:08They have four adult children and three grandsons they're also were leaders for many years of 

bridge for international Academy in bridgeport Connecticut. 

 

00:26:18Dr. spurgeon met the unification church, while working for the US Government in September of 

1968 he is a graduate of ucs and has a doctorate in American history from Columbia University. 

 

00:26:32He was previously Vice President of the unification church in America, as well as President, as 

President of the unification theological seminary. 

 

00:26:41Mr. spurgeon met the unification church in New York City in 1966 she has a master's degree in 

psychiatric social work from New York university. 

 

00:26:52And she served as Director of the family department of the unification church and also was the 

first President of women's Federation for world peace in America. 

 

00:27:04Mrs. version has published two books circles of angels and spiritual connections will put the 



 

 

chatter in a minute for you and the ladders spiritual connections is remember for like to welcome up then 

Nora and use Virgin. 

 

Hugh Spurgin 

 

00:27:26Or we unmuted. 

 

Steven Boyd 

 

00:27:27You are you good you agree okay. 

 

 
 

Hugh Spurgin 

 

00:27:31I gotta show my wife, a little more there I wanted her to go first, but she keeps saying I shared. 

 

00:27:40Oh it's hard to follow the joneses I was asked to talk about some of my experiences, who are true 

parents and that's almost impossible job. 

 

00:27:52Not just in a few minutes could take much years to even began we've had you know hundreds 

literally hundreds of wonderful experiences, of course, we consider the true parents. 

 

00:28:08The greatest people who have ever lived on the planet Earth and fulfilling jesus's mission to 

establish the Kingdom of heaven on earth. 

 

00:28:21A true parents have dramatically profoundly influenced our lives, I was just reflecting a moment 

ago on a cool Chinese calligraphy that Father wrote. 

 

00:28:35In bridgeport he'd come to bridgeport to. 

 

00:28:41For a ceremony or new health Center at the university. 

 

00:28:48and 

 

00:28:51We didn't know if he would come to the high school that was on the university campus we had 

no idea and we had students and faculty and staff everyone waiting. 

 

00:29:03Finally, I found out where he was he was in the library. 

 

00:29:08at the University on the first floor I went over there spontaneously. 

 

00:29:17did a full bow and running father. 

 

00:29:21and mother and asked them to come to the high school and father immediately stood up and said 

i'm going. 

 

00:29:31that's been my experience over and over with father. 



 

 

 

00:29:36To express. 

 

00:29:40willingly whatever I want it, I was a little concerned honestly speaking when someone recently. 

 

00:29:50church Member. 

 

00:29:52indicated the thought that our movement and father were just operating top down. 

 

00:30:00Making all the decisions as if they were coming straight from heaven, with no input from any of 

us, and that is not my experience at all. 

 

00:30:13it's the exact opposite it's not really. 

 

00:30:20Even reasonable that Father would not be concerned with our our point of view, and what our 

input i've been in hundreds of different. 

 

00:30:34conferences, but meetings at the breakfast table, of course, much of its going on in Korean but I 

got translations and I was able to give my ideas and. 

 

00:30:51Have input in what was going on before public announcements were made and I saw how the 

closest disciples of true parents. 

 

00:31:04They were that way they freely spoke sometimes Father would school them or he would praise 

them it didn't matter they always came back the next day happy and ready to interact and I learned from 

them that you know father's love as farley and Betsy said. 

 

00:31:32That his essence is love. 

 

00:31:35And you don't need to be concerned or afraid about anything. 

 

00:31:40around him he's going to protect us love us and just do what's best for us guiding us he a number 

of times, he asked me personally, what I wanted to do here or there. 

 

00:31:56When I had a choice on missions, or in terms of whether I wanted to the seminary. 

 

00:32:05Yes, do you want to go or. 

 

00:32:06Not and I told him I want to go so. 

 

00:32:12My experience is not father and in a remote. 

 

00:32:19way pontificating from a pulpit or so. 

 

00:32:24My experience is the real Father that comes down to where we're at and loves each and every 

one of us, he came down off a stage rebuild a big stage. 

 

00:32:40At the time of the hometown Providence by the game incredible speech a message and I was 

sitting at the bottom of the stage and as as he came down, he said, push them out. 

 

00:32:58To their hometown. 

 

00:33:02He really. 

 

00:33:05cared about each and every one of us and I often felt as I sat there on the floor. 

 

00:33:15Listening to Father that he was talking directly to me many, many times, I had the experience, 

where I had some concern and I go to bel air to his talk and he answered it right on the spot now he was 

given a servant everybody, but somehow what he was saying was relevant to me. 

 

00:33:42And my family, so it was a little difficult for me to choose when I was asked to talk about some 

experiences with. 

 

00:33:52Father Porsche we love father and mother and all of what they've done for America Father set the 

standard now for how we deal with the current crisis in America, because he confronted the same thing 40 

some years ago, and so I see. 

 

00:34:15what's happening in terms of the provenance and the need to just follow father's direction on how 



 

 

to deal with the realities of the world, but i'll give a few examples of. 

 

00:34:28My own interaction with Father in 1974 a father was traveling by car from New York to Denver 

to speak to a group of European. 

 

00:34:44Get students. 

 

00:34:46I heard, he was coming I was the leader of a regional area centered out of minneapolis I called 

Mrs. one pot che in Chicago when father and mother stopped there at the Center she, of course, was 

father's personal Secretary I think many of you know, our. 

 

00:35:09Last time I saw her I just ran up and started hugging there and then I realized afterward wow 

maybe I shouldn't have done that. 

 

00:35:18But she was all just like father, mother, so I called her and said we've got many new members up 

here in minneapolis and they would be really excited if you could come up Father completely changed his 

itinerary. 

 

00:35:36And came up there traveling by car and he gave just an amazing spontaneous talk, I remember 

well but, at the very end he picked up a flower. 

 

00:35:47From one of our new church Members who had been selling we've been selling flowers and 

other things, and he said, why are you selling this and she said something and several people you know 

the save the world save the planet to you know, bring the Kingdom of heaven on earth. 

 

00:36:07He said yes all of that, but you're doing it for yourself, for you and your ancestors, and I 

remember that wow so he ended up having to fly out of minneapolis in Denver, because we putting 

behind schedule, but Father responded in a beautiful way, and he just love those new members. 

 

00:36:32Just a few other examples, father, of course, as we all know. 

 

00:36:37Why. 

 

00:36:39Only two minutes. 

 

00:36:41Better skip a few needs. 

 

00:36:44Okay, and. 

 

00:36:47we're going to talk about fishing but that's too long. 

 

00:36:52Let me talk about something else in terms of input. 

 

00:36:57There was a point when hundreds of couples from the 2075 blessing and Madison square garden 

we're still living separately and and not be done their family life, because they as single Members before 

the blessing they went back to their original. 

 

00:37:18church Center. 

 

00:37:20and David and hose and I discussed with Reverend kwok the need for a plan to solve this 

situation, so we worked out. 

 

00:37:33A whole list of there's hundreds of Members that were separated couples were separated, none of 

the major leaders wanted to lose members that's the truth of the situation, because the Center George that 

lar so they wouldn't do it on a case by case basis, we tried that that in work. 

 

00:37:56So we decided we got to do it night nationwide all at once, where everybody's in a win, win 

situation, where every leader would gain Members as well as lose members. 

 

00:38:09So we came up with a plan and a list to enable the why of all of those couples that were 

separated to join their husband. 

 

00:38:22We went I went with Reverend qualities garden. 

 

00:38:26If you know the old mansion I sat in the waiting room, which is like they call the yellow father 

was playing pool. 

 

00:38:35And Reverend Kwak went back and spoke with him showed father, the plan and the list of names 



 

 

and within a few minutes, it was short time. 

 

00:38:50very quick when required came back and said Father approved everything do it. 

 

00:38:57Now for me that was because the spirit world. 

 

00:39:04The timing was right if we done it a day before it might not have been same situation, but we I 

learned from Dr. Pak long ago. 

 

00:39:15That we can take initiative with our church leaders and they will respect our opinions and they 

will consider them and they'll take them to follow, so that was one example i've got all kinds of other 

examples, mainly like related to fishing. 

 

00:39:38I have so many memories, but. 

 

00:39:42I want, most of time, I went fishing with father, I was in an accompanying boat. 

 

00:39:48But one time at Barry town on the Hudson I was in a city in his boat. 

 

00:39:54And he was sitting up front legs crossed all of his lines, he always had many lines out usually 

likes as many as seven or more, and he looked to me like Buddha a modern day Buddha because father 

was meditating. 

 

00:40:15praying. 

 

00:40:16strategizing. 

 

00:40:19About watch the provenance needed next, so I had different experiences glocester. 

 

00:40:30different places, but one experience was in Alaska and this shows father's determination and 

courage, I was up there, different times. 

 

00:40:41But I was in a company boat in a stormy sea as we were, and we were nearing for some reason 

the Bering strait we've gone far north much further than we'd ever gone before I didn't know where we're 

going I was worried. 

 

00:41:03i'm sure many people wanted to turn back, but Father didn't turn back in the midst of that storm 

he just kept going until the storm subsided, and then we went home in the late late night early morning 

but father was. 

 

00:41:25buried determined, but very loving and considerate of each and every one of us, so we could go 

through many different kinds of experiences, I guess, if I have just a moment i'll go through one more 

which was at Barry town, the first two classes in the seminary and and tivoli bay. 

 

00:41:52father had designed nets and had a plan of how to catch carp. 

 

00:42:00And that first night that he came up with all these materials and things to do what he wanted to 

do. 

 

00:42:09He relied on two people only to put the net together in the proper way daikon a new key which 

my roommate and ups and matsuzaka. 

 

00:42:22To Japanese and he gave him directions and jetta Japanese how he wanted it most of its just 

standing around with our hands in our pockets, not knowing what to do. 

 

00:42:34But. 

 

00:42:36One thing was I learned. 

 

00:42:40And this partly it's my historical background. 

 

00:42:45We went from a situation where only two people know how to put the nets together properly to 

where everybody. 

 

00:42:55At ut s not just students and staff even little kids were involved and put in the nets together so 

Father sets the standard and then he opens it up to the world, but we went down a very cool several days 

actually cold weather to catch carp and it was. 

 



 

 

00:43:21A campaign to take the car and put them on the berry town property at first, and the swimming 

pool, but that didn't work but finally in a pond and it was like being jesus's disciple. 

 

00:43:38Taking people from hell to heaven and father. 

 

00:43:44Normal talk about some of her experience with Father with fishing but Father use that as a way 

to teach us about witnessing to our fellow Americans and people around the world, so i'll stop at that 

point and turn it over to my second Messiah. 

 

00:44:05My wife nor I should mention that Father really love Nora and. 

 

00:44:14saw her as a representative of American women so conference after conference meeting after 

meeting he would directly speak to her, but I just. 

 

00:44:27remain humble. 

 

Steven Boyd 

 

00:44:30Thank you. 

 

00:44:31Bridget Thank you. 

 

Hugh Spurgin 

 

00:44:35Okay Hello Thank you everyone is so good to see you and hear you. 

 

00:44:42I just want to mention that, right after father's someone. 

 

00:44:47I was looking through. 

 

00:44:50Is it okay. 

 

Steven Boyd 

 

00:44:52Yes, you're good you're. 

 

Hugh Spurgin 

 

00:44:53Good you know. 

 

00:44:55I was looking through a lot of pictures and I was looking at picture after picture and noticing how 

father had this big beautiful smile on every one of them. 

 

00:45:05And I thought, how I missed that beautiful smile, because it was so embracing and so broad so 

that was just such a nice memory is beautiful smile. 

 

00:45:18And I also recently we've been going through again his memoir and I was noticing how much he 

loved nature always talking about nature and how use nature as examples to educate us and just just a nice 

nice way to. 

 

00:45:39enjoy the world around him and, of course, that related very much decision, so I want to give one 

fishing incident. 

 

00:45:48When I was President in a woman's Federation for world peace, he we read he started and he said 

he's going fishing now in the Hudson Bay and he said. 

 

00:46:00Not Nora you come and go on my boat, so I went along on his boat and he said in the front with 

all his fishing gear and I was in the back and I thought to myself oh i'm not a fisherman at all, but he's 

going to expect me to catch a fish and I knew that he attaches significance to the. 

 

00:46:23People fishing and and the fish they catch, so I thought as women's Federation for world peace 

leader i've gotta catch a fish. 

 

00:46:32And, just as I thought that I gotta fight, and it was very sudden and there was it was really strong, 

so the Korean members that were on the boat came and helped me reel it in, and it was a 32 inch striped 

bass, it was a very large fish and father you meet me Father turnarounds who caught. 

 

00:46:58And so I was so happy that I could bring some kind of. 



 

 

 

00:47:03Success to him because I felt that he was he was checking to see if I would catch a fish and I 

caught one. 

 

00:47:13So. 

 

00:47:16It said something to me to about the fact that what we think can have immediate response, even 

in nature, so it was it was interesting. 

 

00:47:31In conferences Father often called me out he I know he saw me as the representative American 

women which wasn't always good. 

 

00:47:40So he would call me out sometimes he would scold me sometimes he would encourage me 

sometimes he would joke with me and sometimes he was educating the American women by a talking 

what he said, so I always had to stay alert, but one time he he was talking about. 

 

00:48:04US selling Fitch and he said 70 calls to Nora will you stand on the street corner and sell tuna. 

 

00:48:14And, of course, you want a funny picture that would be standing on a street corner so like tuna 

and then he said, made it even funnier he said in the smell and then he added in a Bikini well everybody 

that caught everybody's attention so there was no way sleeping anymore. 

 

00:48:34Anyway, he. 

 

00:48:37He would joke around many times during his speech and he would keep people attentive to him. 

 

00:48:45So. 

 

00:48:48It was that sense of humor that made him very, very human and very real to to all of us. 

 

00:48:56And he certainly pepper the speech with humor. 

 

00:49:01Okay, another experience that I wanted to share was when we were submitted I need some water. 

 

00:49:12What are the experiences, when we were working at BA he had sent me to pursue at bridgeport 

international Academy, the high school he had sent me to work with you, and he was the President. 

 

00:49:26And we were went to East garden one day for and had break and he said, for us to come and have 

breakfast with him, he was human eye and Betsy and farley and Maria and Edward. 

 

00:49:38And so we sat at his table, and it was a beautiful experience he was sharing. 

 

00:49:43His remembrances of us as elder couples and some of the and he even asked questions about 

some of the other elder couples, and so it was just a nice time together and then all of a sudden, he asked 

about the school and he said that he was going to make me the principal. 

 

00:50:04So I was shocked me, I have to be the principal of the school and anyway, and then he said. 

 

00:50:14Betsy and Marie should serve, we should work as a trinity and Betsy and you should help that he 

wanted the mothers to be the educators. 

 

00:50:23So I went home feeling kind of the heavy burden and I said to you well, I guess, the first thing 

i'm going to do is appoint you to do the things you've been doing. 

 

00:50:35Anyway, to I needed his help any way then two days later, it was Easter Sunday morning and we 

went to East garden and fathers were speaking and all of a sudden, I hear my name. 

 

00:50:50And he said mothers of bridgeport stand up and then he said i'm going to give an order i'm going 

to give a. 

 

00:50:59$2 million grant to get a school by a new school or put into the school for sure that's just silly so 

that was a big shock everybody looked up, they were so surprised. 

 

00:51:16giving you $2 million to build a school anyway, so we use that and made a very nice school and 

so, if I felt always really cared for and. 

 

00:51:32I just felt that he he was there for us was always there for us. 

 



 

 

00:51:39When when you were in the father's presence things happened, very quickly, so it was sometimes 

exciting, sometimes it was. 

 

00:51:51With anticipate anticipation and sometimes it was trepidation, I sometimes was scared to go to 

meetings, because I never knew what father was going to ask me to do afterward but. 

 

00:52:05In that all, above all, he was really the leader of building the Kingdom of heaven on earth. 

 

00:52:13And we were his builders, we were helping him to build it and I always thought that was our 

mission to build the Kingdom of heaven on earth. 

 

00:52:22And I valued his great love for all of us and for all of humankind, you could really feel that his 

heart was so big. 

 

00:52:31Really so big and so encompassing and he was willing to give everything in order to bring this 

about, so I always observed that he lived very purposeful and fully. 

 

00:52:45And, of course, with to Mother by his side they both gave just everything they had to to make 

make this work so that was my what some of my experiences with him, thank you very much. 

 

Steven Boyd 

 

00:53:01Thank you, thank you very much yeah Thank you Doc spurgeon great absolutely great yeah, 

thank you for investing so much heart and. 

 

00:53:11Time and in such a short period of time trying to squeeze so much into what Father means to 

both of you, so thank you so much for to move on to the wall says now and i'm going to introduce first 

Lynn was Mrs. walls. 

 

00:53:27Walls is actually not with us, as you may have noticed he's not with us today physically he's 

actually in route from Korea back to New York having completed the. 

 

00:53:39Many days of conference work and activities that he was responsible for as leader of ups there, 

so he did take time, though, to. 

 

00:53:49provide a recording comment for us actually we have a two part segment they're going to show a 

little bit in a minute and i'll explain why this that way, but first let me introduce both of them, starting 

with Lynn. 

 

00:54:01Lynn was has a masters in clinical social work from fordham university and a master of divinity 

from unification theological seminary. 

 

00:54:11She taught sociology at the University of bridgeport for over 15 years and currently teaches at 

the unification theological seminary. 

 

00:54:20She is the director of the universal peace federation's office of the family. 

 

00:54:25And serves on the Executive Committee of the NGO committee on the family at the United 

Nations, she wrote chapters about the role of the family in establishing millennium developmental goals. 

 

00:54:38at the United Nations and sustainable development goals of United Nations both fam family and 

md je SS and family capital and sd sd DS and how we got there right Professor well. 

 

00:54:53Thank you so Dr. Thomas walls, is the seventh President of theological unification theological 

seminary he's a 1979 graduate of ucs. 

 

00:55:05And he went on to earn his PhD at vanderbilt university school of religion, for he specialized in 

the study of religion and ethics. 

 

00:55:15Since his graduation, as many of us know, Dr. waltzes total number of courses at various 

universities and colleges, as well as the unification theological seminary. 

 

00:55:25As he became more involved in academic and ecumenical activities in the unification movement 

in the 1990s, he continued as a. 

 

00:55:34to teach on a part time basis and higher education for a number of years, Dr. wallace, of course, 

has worked very closely with our two parents. 

 



 

 

00:55:44Who are the Co founders of ups in the establishment and the leadership of the universal peace 

federation, where he serves currently as international chair. 

 

00:55:54He has edited more than 20 books and publications for ups and also serves as the executive 

editor of dialogue and alliance an academic journal indexed by the American theological. 

 

00:56:07library association Dr. Mrs. walls have two sons and two granddaughters so we're going to first 

of all come up Lynn who's going to speak to us first and then afterwards we'll have opportunity for to hear 

Dr. walsh's video. 

 

00:56:23tape comments to us so then. 

 

 
 

Lynn Walsh 

 

00:56:27Okay ah, this has been really enriching hearing the testimonies of my brothers and sisters i'm. 

 

00:56:38it's hard to follow. 

 

00:56:41Okay um before the Church, I was, I guess, your typical searcher I was in California. 

 

00:56:51And I was studying at university California studying mostly philosophy and religion, and you 

know as much as I studied, I was very unsatisfied there really was so much I wasn't getting that that I was 

seeking So when I heard principal and I was introduced to Father. 

 

00:57:14All right, I think it's so significant of many of you mentioned it. 

 

00:57:22That Father teaches the heart of God. 

 

00:57:27You know far they called it, the infinite heart about god's love for us for every single human 

being and just that was transformative. 

 

00:57:37But then also many of you mentioned talking helping us understand god's suffering heart, I mean 

if you understand someone's heart than you really have a true relationship with them and that again 

opened me up to you know definitely it's that's life changing. 

 

00:57:59If you feel responsible for comforting God. 

 

00:58:04How can that not make you with different person, you know how can that make you help you 

overcome selfishness and understand other people so again it's just so revolutionary what Father teaches 

and both both mother and father emulate so deeply about living to comfort God um. 

 

00:58:28and also my answers as a very Christian my my. 

 

00:58:34paternal grandparents were missionaries in China my maternal grandfather actually declined a 

contract with the dodgers you know major league baseball because they practice on Sunday. 

 



 

 

00:58:50But I didn't have such a you know Christian route um or understanding, you know. 

 

00:58:58Ah, but I remember one Christmas morning going to a talk by father and somehow was sort of in 

the middle and sort of in the front and he was talking about Jesus. 

 

00:59:09And I I think you many of you have this experience he was talking to me sorry, nobody else 

would heard him and and I understand so deeply Jesus is love Jesus is suffering. 

 

00:59:25I felt my ancestors were right there you know tuning into oh that's who Jesus is so you know, 

sometimes when you got persecuted by Christians, when you fundraising Do you understand, do you 

love, do you love Jesus like yes, because what true parents taught me I love Jesus. 

 

00:59:45um. 

 

00:59:47So the other thing that. 

 

00:59:49Father gave us, of course, was understanding god's purpose of creation and purpose of life of you 

know principles to live by that give us the bought the morals. 

 

01:00:03purpose of sex purpose of marriage now, mind you, when I was back in California, you know 

searching for truth at university will we all know you don't get that much. 

 

01:00:16Deep truth, I had written a long letter to my parents about how I will never get married because 

marriage is you know hopeless useless what's the point. 

 

01:00:29Well, any of you know me that's my area, now the importance of marriage how that is the 

deepest. 

 

01:00:36sacrament the deepest blessing and deepest responsibility for which we need to repair really our 

whole life and it's it is so much where God expresses. 

 

01:00:49himself herself, you know in that that that that unity that commitment to this is another phrase 

that Father said, the purpose of our life is to perfect our loved I said yes that's it. 

 

01:01:03Perfect my love of God perfect my love of other human beings and perfect my love, especially in 

the spiritual challenge of what marriage is so he just brought so much. 

 

01:01:18Clarity to my mental model of mine that did that, yes, has been the anchor of you know that 

wherever I go when I wonder, I can always go back to the purpose that. 

 

01:01:33God has, for me, I know, through true parents and the heart of God love for me, but also the 

parental heart saying no you're responsible, you know take responsibility to make this world better. 

 

01:01:49So you know and then at the seminary, of course, was a wonderful blending of developing 

intellectual understanding developing heart developing faith that you know, I was really seeking and, of 

course, at the seminaries where I got matched to Tom and. 

 

01:02:10i'm glad that Father convinced me that marriage was good, because it's been good to get matched 

and blessed and. 

 

01:02:21Truly. 

 

01:02:23You know, without understanding god's purpose of marriage it's very hard to really make that 

commitment is because we understand god's purpose, you know we're in this, for God. 

 

01:02:37Sometimes I don't feel like i'm in it for me. 

 

01:02:40But it makes all the difference, knowing god's heart knowing God is really with us living with us, 

especially in our marriage i'm. 

 

01:02:50So I thought it's very interesting i'm speaking when bits in or are spoke, because you know when 

I went and got my masters in social work I came back and I worked with Nora and and Betsy. 

 

01:03:08The blessed family apartment and just loved it just love trying to teach principle in, you know as 

we practice in marriage. 

 

01:03:19Also i've been very fortunate to teach and also again through ups try to bring promote the 

importance of family at the UN so again the trajectory of my life has been totally transformed by what 



 

 

father and mother, have given and. 

 

01:03:40Their truth and how they embody this deep deep love and the deep whose truth that God really 

wants to bring to this world. 

 

01:03:51um I guess i'll just say something about how mother carries carries it forward, I was lucky to go 

to Nice chair couple years ago. 

 

01:04:02nisha is the poorest country in the world at that point, the red alert for, for I mean the alert for 

terrorism was red. 

 

01:04:11So Everywhere you saw you saw military with guns, if you had a car, they put something 

underneath the look of see there is a bomb. 

 

01:04:19And then I remember mother getting off the plane being greeted in this very, very poor African 

country, but the hid put everything out to welcome her, but I saw mother to me. 

 

01:04:34She was this little old lady. 

 

01:04:38That doesn't speak English very well isn't exactly highly educated doesn't speak French this little. 

 

01:04:48In this you know very. 

 

01:04:50scary situation of a country coming because she was going to bring god's love to this poor 

country because she was ever committed to comfort god's heart. 

 

01:05:05And it just i'm really were so touched to have these revolutionaries of love to follow. 

 

01:05:14and 

 

01:05:16I think i'll leave it at that, thank you. 

 

Steven Boyd 

 

01:05:19Thank you very much. 

 

Farley Jones 

 

01:05:20very much. 

 

Steven Boyd 

 

01:05:22Thank you. 

 

01:05:24yeah so much to say I again so much to say, and you will done such a wonderful job of 

presenting such a poignant thoughts that affected you personally to give us a better idea deeper idea or 

remind us. 

 

01:05:37A certain dimensions of fathers character and now mother's character, of course, so thank you 

Lynn. 

 

01:05:43or last. 

 

01:05:45Sharing was going to come from Dr. walls Thomas was, as I mentioned, I. 

 

01:05:50Actually, he had planned to be with us tonight. 

 

01:05:53live from Korea. 

 

01:05:56But because of changes in the schedule of the of the programming of the conference itself his 

flight schedule changed in order for him to actually get back to. 

 

01:06:07The United States in a timely manner, not having to further extend his his stay in Korea, he will 

kind of was forced to take a flight that put him in the air of all the while we're in this broadcast but he 

kindly prepared a. 

 

01:06:23Video tape testimony prior to getting on the airplane and then he continued it. 

 



 

 

01:06:29and his layover in Seattle so he's somewhere between Seattle and here right now, or the east 

coast, that is on his way. 

 

01:06:37The reason he did a second part is because we had a technical issue with the first one so very 

artfully your shaman Naka who's behind the scenes, or you can't see tonight who's running the show. 

 

01:06:48Has piece together the two video so go ahead and share let's put them together and let's hear Dr. 

waltzes comments and sharing with us. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:07:18Well, thank you Dean boyd Thank you Dr. word from putting this program together it's a 

pleasure to be here. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:07:27Right now, in my hotel room and soul about to leave for the airport and have to record this 

message. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:07:34honored to be on this program with the joneses. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:07:37farley and Betsy Jones and Dr. Mrs. spurgeon. 

 

Steven Boyd 

 

01:07:43Our theme, it is a tribute to him to Father Father moon on the occasion of the 10th anniversary of 

the Holy Ascension it's hard to believe, but it's been 10 years since two Father passed and certainly the 

impact on my life. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:08:03living in it, together, we were matched while we were both students that ups and. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:08:12gather with true Father in the. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:08:16ballroom at the new yorker we fish, together with father and they would go in. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:08:23And sat sometimes. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:08:26By the lake on the campus. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:08:29or in the founders room so many deep memories. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:08:35and 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:08:38that are both the father's tremendous passion and. 

 

Hugh Spurgin 

 

01:08:43dynamism and faith and commitment to God and his. 



 

 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:08:50charm is with his intellect. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:08:56He was truly multi faceted in. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:09:01So many dynamic and powerful ways and at the same time, deeply. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:09:07Sensitive I remember, I remember one time on the campus sitting outside sitting at his feet, so to 

speak, and. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:09:16you'd asked me about my mother who had visited the very count campus just asked me about her 

and. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:09:24Because I had introduced her to him. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:09:28And I remember it was it was on. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:09:31Columbus day because that day he met with us and talk to us about planning our. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:09:38Life course and it must have been. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:09:4477 or 78. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:09:47and 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:09:49You know, a month or two later he asked me about her. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:09:53And I explained, she was now widow, and my father passed and that my father had actually 

passed. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:10:02The day before Yankee stadium. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:10:06So at that time I had been campaigning and I returned to. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:10:12my hometown in louisville Kentucky for the funeral services. 

 



 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:10:18But I remember when I mentioned that the look on his face. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:10:24was kind of filled with the. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:10:29compassion and understanding of the loss, the loss of one's father and just his ability to not only 

think on this grand cosmic level, but also on the very. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:10:45personal level, you know much of my experience with true parents has been. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:10:52In the realm of what we might call attendance because i've had central roles in managing and 

organizing conferences and events and invariably these conferences and events are linked to. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:11:10Major moments in our. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:11:15church calendar, whether it's to parents birthday. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:11:20god's day the various holy days. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:11:25That. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:11:26are held throughout the year, and on so many occasions. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:11:32We are invited to convene meetings and that's why i'm in Korea now, so we are paying tribute to 

Father here in Korea, and I know many of you have watched online, but. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:11:46Even at these precious and important moments it's not just about looking to the past and 

reflecting, but it is also about how we move forward. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:11:59And it, it remains kind of mission oriented rather than. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:12:05The stout about the past and crew mother has carried forward that tradition in very powerful and 

significant ways, so I want to share just a little bit about. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:12:19Some of the significant moments of this gathering and Korea carrying out this incredible 

program that just took place in Korea with major leaders from Africa from Asia, Europe and the United 

States. 

 

Unknown Speaker 



 

 

 

01:12:34brilliant speakers top of the line dealing with issues such as religious freedom, we had a 

consultation. 

 

Lynn Walsh 

 

01:12:45Collaboration between the ozzie on group of nations of Southeast Asia and the African Union, 

since Prime Minister of incentives, the head of ozzy on. 

 

01:12:55President mikey salad Chairman of the African Union at this time, so a lot of aspirations and 

resolutions about religious freedom, given the current circumstances. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:13:10The great tradition. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:13:14father was no matter what was happening that kept moving forward with the mission. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:13:25I was. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:13:28struck by this when we had a program with Peter Kim. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:13:33The Danbury years and just. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:13:37reflecting on all the father accomplished under those worst. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:13:44At that time, conceivable can. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:13:47never be. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:13:49Continuing the mission, and I see that carrying forward now mother. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:13:57You know, as a widow has spent the last 10 years. 

 

Lynn Walsh 

 

01:14:02With no other focus than to carry forward. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:14:06All this mission. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:14:12bring it to hire and higher level of accomplishment. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:14:19Definitely, the determination, the resolve the spirituality charm. 

 



 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:14:28love for others. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:14:32All trademarks. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:14:36Of. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:14:38The exemplary character that father had. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:14:42You know, larger than life. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:14:45You know, beyond. 

 

Farley Jones 

 

01:14:48Anything i've ever experienced a young boy from Kentucky. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:14:54brought into this global world like a totally new. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:15:00dimension of quantum reality so it's been wonderful i'm going to stop here because i'm not sure 

this recording will go beyond four or five minutes and I hope Lynn can supplement what I said God bless 

you all, thank you, Dr. Ward Thank you the boy once again the surgeons and the. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:15:23Jones Jones. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:15:26Thank you. 

 

Steven Boyd 

 

01:15:30Thank you very much, Dr. Dr. wallace that's great wow two part segment Dr. wallace and 

Milena I think that you, maybe i'm literally did compliment his comments very, very well, thank you, 

thank you so much. 

 

01:15:45So I really want to thank all of our couples tonight for picking time. 

 

01:15:51I know from your side, probably is very difficult task that seminary was asking of you guys to 

share what it says is compressed period of time, I know. 

 

01:16:01you've written books about this experience and you combined it to compress it down into nine 

minutes or so, which is the time limit that we have set to keep us on track and we did pretty good. 

 

01:16:12So thank you for that Thank you carly and Betsy Thank you and Nora Thank you Lynn and 

Thomas. 

 

01:16:20Tonight use your first names and not your titles, because what i'm feeling is that. 

 

01:16:27we're a family and tonight we learned a lot of things, I mean I learned some will learn or was 

reminded of some of the qualities of true father and, of course, true mother. 

 



 

 

01:16:38Finally, talked about how he found his father and father and, if you read his memoir and I 

recommend that you do it's a very impactful very insightful explanation that he gives Betsy talked about 

father's personal touch his caring and understanding. 

 

01:16:57In the most kind of simple circumstance on a human level. 

 

01:17:04You talked about us being able to speak to Father and share our thoughts and our ideas that he 

was in his essence, he was love, he was love for us and was always there is always there to protect us. 

 

01:17:20He gave the example of Father asking him what he would like to do, would you like to go to the 

seminary giving. 

 

01:17:27him the opportunity to share in the direction of his life, not just the top down that sometimes we 

think that is a reality of our movement. 

 

01:17:35And he finally mentioned that fathers were determined, but very, very loving and I was shocked 

by norris comments his father, he reminded looking at the photographs of fathers big smile. 

 

01:17:47And I shared that you know we look back and photographs photographs and father and we 

sometimes is that in our phone of our mind, and then we look at those photographs in remember that 

about father is great smile and the myths and so much tribulation and trouble. 

 

01:18:03Father how far the love nature spent his time with nature and use nature as examples to teach us, 

the father has a great sense of humor I love the Bikini story i've heard it several times, always makes me 

laugh. 

 

01:18:19You know, when do you just try and Nora go out there, but the Bikini on an old efficient and get 

your picture in the paper follow them and laugh, I think, from the spirit world about that. 

 

01:18:31And then, how it always felt cared for my father and then the simplest and even in the the 

responsibility father's always do with the personal touch. 

 

01:18:41Then I appreciate it very much your comments about how father has taught you about god's heart 

god's loving heart God suffering hard about jesus's heart. 

 

01:18:50about helping you to find an all of us purpose in life and the purpose in marriage Oh, my 

goodness, so they can really turn you around and became your specialties family values and the family 

unit. 

 

01:19:03And I loved your comment, also about binding the binding heart and love that was found in the 

winding of heart and love and academic learning that was found at ups that Father really kind of 

masterminded. 

 

01:19:19And then thomas's comment about. 

 

01:19:25How, you were matched at ut as you were classmates and how you were matched there and then 

father's very sensitive and concern for. 

 

01:19:35The death of tom's father and also is concerned, for his mother going through the loss of her 

husband so here we've learned a lot of things about. 

 

01:19:47Our father and about our mother we've been reminded, many things, but also, I think your 

comments tonight, these three couples tell us a lot about you. 

 

01:19:55about who you are about your heart of goodness the quality of your character and your love, but 

in a broader sense, I think it says a lot about all of us. 

 

01:20:05In our community that we are brothers and sisters and that in our greater Community so you are 

one family and i'm so grateful to share with everyone. 

 

01:20:19jones's his bio where they joined the unified family, I think that that's not lost upon us that we are 

a family. 

 

01:20:27So, thank you very much, everyone for your sharing, I want to thank also your shaman Naka for 

being the taking care of was buying the scenes Thank you so much for rescuing as when we needed it and 

I just want to remind you that. 

 

01:20:42This is the first of two parts, we will have a second portion of this tribute to our true father's 10th 



 

 

anniversary of his Ascension of his passing, which will be held on Thursday September 1 at 7pm. 

 

01:20:57At that time, they featured couples will be Dr. Thomas and Mrs. elects reward doctor Franco 

former lawyer and Mrs. farmer Laurel Dr. Tyler Hendrix and Mrs. hendricks and Dr. Theo Theodore 

shimmy Oh, and his wife so we're looking forward to that Thank you all for coming and being with us 

tonight. 

 

01:21:19yoshi if we could. 

 

01:21:21unmute everyone, maybe, everyone can share looks like bill bill bill sailing has raised his hand 

bill let's ask for your comments and we'll open it up to everybody to. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:21:31Maybe say hello to this. 

 

William Selig 

 

01:21:34hi everybody. 

 

 
 

Steven Boyd 

 

01:21:36hear me, yes, we hear you. 

 

William Selig 

 

01:21:40I just want to get. 

 

Lynn Walsh 

 

01:21:41A shot. 

 

William Selig 

 

01:21:42are incredible speakers, I had the joy of working. 

 

01:21:45with Dr. Walsh of these past couple of weeks in Korea. 

 

01:21:49He gave. 

 

01:21:52glory. 

 

01:21:53glory to. 

 

01:21:54The seminary. 

 



 

 

Steven Boyd 

 

01:22:01Okay, so. 

 

01:22:03You shave you and unmute everyone maybe if I was in a couple minutes saying hello to our. 

 

01:22:07Our couples just informally, and then we'll close the program after a few minutes. 

 

Manfred Felberbauer 

 

01:22:14early on. 

 

Leslie Rigney 

 

01:22:28This has been wonderful. 

 

Thomas (and Alexa) Ward 

 

01:22:29Great Program. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:22:34good to see you again. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:22:40Oh yeah. 

 

Hugh Spurgin 

 

01:22:43good to see you. 

 

01:22:45there. 

 

Leslie Rigney 

 

01:22:47Yes. 

 

Marie Ang 

 

01:22:52yeah. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:23:01i'm in Korea. 

 

Thomas (and Alexa) Ward 

 

01:23:14Good to see. 

 

Hugh Spurgin 

 

01:23:15Our Canadian brother Franco. 

 

Franco Famularo 

 

01:23:18hey good morning and good evening. 

 

01:23:21from Korea. 

 

01:23:25i'm leaving a little later today and. 

 

01:23:28I just want to announce to you that we just discovered the hot water in our. 

 

Unknown Speaker 

 

01:23:32room. 

 



 

 

Franco Famularo 

 

01:23:42anyway. 

 

Susan Nishio 

 

01:23:44Franco. 

 

Franco Famularo 

 

01:23:50virgin and. 

 

01:23:52The doctor friendly and Betsy and Nora. 

 

01:23:58Thank. 

 

Farley Jones 

 

01:24:00You Thank you. 

 

Hugh Spurgin 

 

01:24:02Thank goodness for the Internet and. 

 

Farley Jones 

 

01:24:05I know. 

 

Leslie Rigney 

 

01:24:06that's right that's right. 

 

Hugh Spurgin 

 

01:24:08Technology in yours for god's purpose. 

 

Steven Boyd 

 

01:24:15Okay, thank you, everybody for joining us God bless you all. 

 

 

 


